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Abstract. In the first part of our work, some results are given for
a Riemannian manifold with semi-symmetric metric connection. In
the second part, some special vector fields, such as torse-forming
vector fields, recurrent vector fields and concurrent vector fields
are examined in this manifold. We obtain some properties of this
manifold having the vectors mentioned above.

1. Introduction

Let M be an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold with metric g. We
denote the Levi-Civita connection ∇ and another linear connection by
∇. The torsion tensor T of M is given by [15]:

T (X, Y ) = ∇XY −∇Y X − [X, Y ].

If the torsion tensor vanishes, then ∇ is said to be symmetric; otherwise,
it is non-symmetric. If g is the metric tensor of M such that ∇g = 0,
then the connection ∇ is said to be a metric connection; otherwise, it is
non-metric.
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In 1924, Friedman and Schouten [9] introduced the notion of semi-
symmetric linear connection on a differentiable manifold. Then, in 1932
Hayden [10] introduced the idea of metric connection with torsion on
a Riemannian manifold . A systematic study of semi-symmetric metric
connection on a Riemannian manifold was given by Yano [16].

Semi-symmetric metric connection plays an important role in the
study of Riemannian manifolds. There are various physical problems
involving the semi-symmetric metric connection. For example, if a man
is moving on the surface of the earth always facing one definite point,
say Jaruselam or Mekka or the North Pole, then this displacement is
semi-symmetric and metric [13]. During the mathematical congress in
Moscow in 1934, one evening mathematicians invented the “Moscow
displacement.” The streets of Moscow are approximately straight lines
through the Kremlin and concentric circles around it. If a person walks
in the street always facing the Kremlin, then this displacement is semi-
symmetric and metric [13].

Let (M, g) be an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold of class C∞

with the metric tensor g and let ∇ be the Riemannian connection of this
manifold. A linear connection ∇ on (M, g) is said to be semi-symmetric
[9] if the torsion tensor T of the connection ∇ satisfies

T (X, Y ) = w(Y )X − w(X)Y

for any vector fields X, Y on M and w is a 1-form associated with the
torsion tensor T of the connection ∇ given by

w(X) = g(X, U),

where U is the vector field associated with the 1-form w. The 1-form
w is called the associated 1-form of the semi-symmetric connection and
the vector field U is called the associated vector field of the connection.

A semi-symmetric connection ∇ is called semi-symmetric metric con-
nection [10] if, in addition, it satisfies

∇g = 0.

The relation between the semi-symmetric metric connection ∇ and the
Riemannian connection ∇ of (M, g) is given by [15]

∇XY = ∇XY + w(Y )X − g(X, Y )U.

In particular, if the 1-form w vanishes identically, then a semi-symmetric
metric connection reduces to the Riemannian connection. Riemannian
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manifolds with a semi-symmetric metric connection have been also stud-
ied by some authors in [16]-[12].

If R and R denote the curvature tensors with respect to the connec-
tions ∇ and ∇, respectively, then we have [16]

R(X, Y )Z = R(X, Y )Z − π(Y, Z)X + π(X, Z)Y
−g(Y, Z)AX + g(X, Z)AY,(1.1)

where π is a tensor field of type (0,2) defined by

π(X, Y ) = (∇Xw)(Y )− w(X)w(Y ) +
1
2
w(ρ)g(X, Y )

and A is a tensor field of type (1, 1) defined by

g(AX, Y ) = π(X, Y ),

for any vector fields X and Y .
If the torsion tensor T of the connection ∇ on M is

T h
ij = δh

i wj − δh
j wi,

then we have

Γh
ij =

{
h

ij

}
+ δh

i wj − gijw
h,(1.2)

where wh = wtg
th, with wh being the contravariant components of the

generating vector wh and

∇jwi = ∇jwi − wiwj + gijw, w = whwh.(1.3)

By the aid of (1.2) and (1.3), the curvature tensor of M is defined by [9]

Rijkh = Rijkh − gihπjk + gjhπik − gjkπih + gikπjh,(1.4)

where

πkj = ∇kwj − wkwj +
1
2
gkjw.(1.5)

Multiplying (1.4) by gih, it is obtained:

Rjk = Rjk − (n− 2)πjk − πgjk, π = πihgih.

Thus, we find the scalar curvature as

R = R− 2(n− 1)π.

The purpose of our work here is to introduce some properties of the torse-
forming vector fields and their special cases, the recurrent and concurrent
vector fields on a Riemannian manifold with a semi-symmetric metric
connection.
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The reminder of our work is organized as follows.
In Section 2, we will give some necessary notations and terminolo-

gies. Assuming that the associated vectors of these manifolds are torse-
forming, recurrent and concurrent, some properties of these manifolds
are obtained.

Now, we give some definitions and theorems to be used in the next
section.

Definition 1.1. A Riemannian manifold is said to be a manifold with
quasi-constant curvature if its curvature tensor satisfies the condition

Rijkh = α(gjkgih − gikgjh)
+β(gihajak − gikajah + gjkaiah − gjhaiak),(1.6)

where α, β are certain non-zero scalars and the ak are non-zero covariant
vectors [3].

A Riemannian or semi-Riemannian manifold (M, g) (n = dimM ≥ 2)
is said to be an Einstein manifold if the condition

Rij =
R

n
gij

holds on M , where Rij and R denote the Ricci tensor and the scalar cur-
vature of (M, g), respectively. Einstein manifolds play important roles
in Riemannian Geometry as well as in general theory of relativity. Also,
Einstein manifolds form a natural subclass of various classes of Riemann-
ian or semi-Riemannian manifolds by a curvature condition imposed on
their Ricci tensors. For instance, every Einstein manifold belongs to the
class of Riemannian manifolds (M, g) realizing the relation

Rjk = agjk + bvivj ,(1.7)

where a and b are certain non-zero scalars [4].
A non-flat Riemannian manifold (M, g) (n > 2) is defined to be a

quasi-Einstein manifold [4] if its Ricci tensor Rij is not identically zero
and satisfies the condition (1.7).

Definition 1.2. A Riemannian manifold is said to be semisymmetric
[18] if its curvature tensor Rh

ijk of type (1,3) satisfies the condition

∇m∇lR
h
ijk −∇l∇mRh

ijk = 0.(1.8)

Contracting h and k in (1.8), we obtain:

∇m∇lRij −∇l∇mRij = 0.(1.9)
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A Riemannian manifold is said to be Ricci semisymmetric if the Ricci
tensor Rij satisfies the condition (1.9). Again, the class of semisymmet-
ric manifolds includes the set of locally symmetric manifolds (∇lRij = 0)
as a proper subset. It is clear that every semisymmetric manifold is Ricci
semisymmetric.

Definition 1.3. A vector field v in a Riemannian manifold is called
torse-forming if it satisfies ∇Xv = φ(X)v + ρX, where X ∈ TM , φ(X),
is a linear form and ρ is a function [17]. In local coordinates, it reads
as

∇kv
h = φkv

h + ρδh
k ,(1.10)

where vh and φk are the components of v and φ, respectively, and δh
k is

the Kronecker symbol.

A torse forming vector field is called recurrent [13] if ρ = 0. We can
characterize concurrent vector fields ~v in the following form:

∇kv
h = ρδh

k .

Theorem 1.4. The Ricci tensor of the semi-symmetric metric connec-
tion ∇ is symmetric if and only if the curvature tensor with respect to
the connection ∇ satisfies one of the following conditions [7]:

(i) Rikjm = Rjmik (ii) Rikjm + Rkjim + Rjikm = 0.

Theorem 1.5. The Ricci tensor of a semi-symmetric metric connection
∇ with the associated 1-form w is symmetric if and only if w is closed
[7].

Theorem 1.6. In order for a Riemannian manifold to admits a semi-
symmetric metric connection whose curvature tensor vanishes, it is nec-
essary and sufficient that the Riemannian manifold be conformally flat
[16].

Theorem 1.7. A conformally flat quasi-Einstein manifold (QE)n (n >
3) is semisymmetric if and only if the generating vector vi of the manifold
(QE)n satisfies the condition ∇m∇lvi = ∇l∇mvi [5].

Theorem 1.8. A conformally flat quasi-Einstein manifold (n > 3) is
semi-symmetric if and only if the sum of the associated scalars is zero
[5].
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2. Some vector fields on a Riemannian manifold admitting
semi-symmetric metric connection

In this section, we shall consider the torse-forming vector field and its
special cases, the recurrent and concurrent vector fields, on a Riemann-
ian manifold with a semi-symmetric metric connection.

2.1. Torse-forming vector fields on M . Assume that w is a torse-
forming vector field. Then, by the aid of Definition 1.3, we can write

∇kwj = φkwj + ρgjk.(2.1)

By changing the indices j and k in (2.1) and subtracting (2.1) from the
last equation, we find

∇kwj −∇jwk = φkwj − φjwk.

Thus, we have the following result.

Theorem 2.1. Assume that a Riemannian manifold with semi-symmetric
metric connection admits a torse-forming vector field w. Then, w is
closed if and only if φk and wk are collinear.

Theorem 2.2. If the generating vector of a conformally flat Riemann-
ian manifold M admitting a semi-symmetric metric connection is a
torse-forming vector field with respect to the Levi-Civita connection, then
M is either of quasi-constant or of constant curvature (n > 2).

Proof. If we assume that the manifold is conformally flat, then we have
Rijkh = 0. Thus, from (1.4), we get

Rijkh = gihπjk − gjhπik + gjkπih − gikπjh,(2.2)

where πjk = ∇jwk − wjwk + 1
2gjkw.

By using (1.5) and (2.1), we find

πjk = φjwk − wjwk + (ρ +
1
2
w)gjk.(2.3)

If we put (2.3) in (2.2), we obtain:

Rijkh = (w + 2ρ)(gihgjk − gjhgik) + gih(φjwk − wjwk)
−gjh(φiwk − wiwk) + gjk(φiwh − wiwh)
−gik(φjwh − wjwh).(2.4)

By using the relation Rijkh = Rkhij , as an immediate consequence of
(2.4), we get

φkwj − φjwk = 0.
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If we take

φj = βwj ,(2.5)

where β is a non-zero scalar function, then from (2.4) and (2.5), we find

Rijkh = (w + 2ρ)(gihgjk − gjhgik)
+(β − 1)(gihwjwk − gjhwiwk + gjkwiwh − gikwjwh),(2.6)

where w 6= −2ρ. By using Definition 1.1, if we take β 6= 1, in (2.6), it
is seen that this manifold is of quasi constant curvature. If β = 1, then
this manifold is of constant curvature. The proof is now complete. �

Theorem 2.3. If the generating vector of a conformally flat Riemann-
ian manifold M admitting a semi-symmetric metric connection is a
torse-forming vector field with respect to the Levi-Civita connection, then
M is either a quasi-Einstein or an Einstein manifold.

Proof. Multiplying (2.4) by gih, we get

Rjk = θgjk + (n− 2)(β − 1)wjwk,(2.7)

where θ = (n− 2 + β)w + 2ρ(n− 1). If β = 1 then from (2.7), it is clear
that this manifold is an Einstein manifold. If β 6= 1 then from (1.7), we
can say that this manifold is a quasi-Einstein manifold. �

2.2. Recurrent vector fields on M . We consider the case of the gen-
erating vector field w on M that is recurrent. Thus, by using (1.10), we
have

∇kwj = φkwj .(2.8)

By putting (2.8) in (1.5), we find

πjk = φjwk − wjwk +
1
2
gjkw.(2.9)

Thus, by the aid of (1.4) and (2.9), we obtain the relation between the
curvature tensors as

Rijkh = Rijkh − gih(φjwk − wjwk) + gjh(φiwk − wiwk)
−gjk(φiwh − wiwh) + gik(φjwh − wjwh) + w(gikgjh − gjkgih).(2.10)

Theorem 2.4. The curvature tensor of a Riemannian manifold with
semi-symmetric metric connection satisfies the following algebraic prop-
erties.

Rijkh = −Rjikh = −Rijhk,
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Proof. By changing the indices i and j in (2.10), we find

Rjikh = Rjikh − gjh(φiwk − wiwk) + gih(φjwk − wjwk)
−gik(φjwh − wjwh) + gjk(φiwh − wiwh) + w(gjkgih − gjhgik)

= −Rijkh.(2.11)

The same result is obtained for the indices h and k as

Rijkh = −Rijhk.

Finally, we have

Rijkh = −Rjikh = −Rijhk.

�

Theorem 2.5. The curvature tensor of a Riemannian manifold with
semi-symmetric metric connection satisfies one of the following condi-
tions
(i) Rijkh = Rkhij or

(ii) Rijkh + Rjkih + Rkijh = 0,
if and only if φk and wk are collinear.

Proof. By using the equation (2.8) and remembering that φk and wk are
collinear, it is clear that wk is the gradient. Applying Theorem 1.1 and
Theorem 1.2 the proof is completed. �

Theorem 2.6. If a conformally flat Riemannian manifold admits a
semi-symmetric metric connection whose non-null generating vector field
is recurrent, then the manifold is Ricci semisymmetric (n > 3).

Proof. By using the equation (2.11) and Theorem 1.3, we find

Rkhij = gjk(φhwi − whwi)− ghj(φkwi − wkwi) + ghi(φkwj − wkwj)
−gki(φhwj − whwj)− w(gikghj − gihgjk).(2.12)

Remembering Rkhij = Rijkh and using (2.12), we obtain

(n− 2)(φjwk − φkwj) = 0.(2.13)

Since n > 3, we get from (2.13),

φj = βwj ,(2.14)

where β is a non-zero scalar function and β 6= 1. Multiplying the equa-
tion (2.12) by gjk and using (2.14), we obtain:

Rih = (n + β − 2)wgih + (n− 2)(β − 1)whwi.(2.15)
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In the case n+β 6= 2, from (2.15), we can say that a conformally flat Rie-
mannian manifold admitting a semi-symmetric metric connection with
its generating vector field being recurrent is a quasi-Einstein manifold.

On the other hand, taking the covariant derivative of (2.8) and using
(2.14), we find

∇k∇jwi = wi∇kφj + φjφkwi.(2.16)

By changing the indices j and k in (2.16) and subtracting the last equa-
tion from (2.16), we get

∇k∇jwi −∇j∇kwi = (∇kφj −∇jφk)wi.(2.17)

Applying the Ricci identity to (2.17), we have

Rkjihwh = (∇jφk −∇kφj)wi.(2.18)

Transvecting (2.18) with wi, we obtain:

(∇jφk −∇kφj)w = 0.(2.19)

If w is non-null, then w 6= 0. Hence, from (2.19), we get

(∇jφk −∇kφj) = 0,(2.20)

which means that φj is a gradient. With the help of (2.20), (2.17)
reduces to

∇k∇jwi = ∇j∇kwi.

By the aid of Theorem 1.7, the proof is complete. �

Remark 2.7. In the case β = 1 in (2.14), from (2.12), it is clear that a
conformally flat Riemannian manifold admitting semi-symmetric metric
connection with its generating vector being recurrent is of a constant
curvature. Moreover, if we remember that the scalar curvature of this
manifold being constant for n ≥ 3, then we get w = wmwm ≡const 6= 0.
Taking the covariant derivative of the last equation and using (2.8), for
φk 6= 0, we obtain that w = 0. Since this is not possible, thus it must be
β 6= 1.

2.3. Concurrent vector fields on M . Here, we consider that the di-
mension of M is greater than 3 and assume that 1-form w is concurrent.
Thus, from Definition 1.3, we get

∇kwj = ρgjk.(2.21)
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In this case, with the help of (1.5) and (2.21), we find

πjk = Agjk − wjwk , A = ρ +
1
2
w.(2.22)

By putting (2.22) in (1.4), we get

Rijkh = Rijkh − gih(Agjk − wjwk) + gjh(Agik − wiwk)
−gjk(Agih − wiwh) + gik(Agjh − wjwh).(2.23)

Thus, multiplying (2.23) by gih, we find

Rjk = Rjk − (2(n− 1)ρ + (n− 2)w)gjk + (n− 2)wjwk,(2.24)

and multiplying (2.24) by gjk, the scalar curvature can is found to be

R = R− 2n(n− 1)ρ− (n− 1)(n− 2)w.(2.25)

Theorem 2.8. A conformally flat Riemannian manifold with semi-
symmetric metric connection and with positive definite metric cannot
admit a concurrent generating vector field.

Proof. If we assume that M is conformally flat, then from Theorem 1.6,
we have Rjk = 0. In this case, if we put this result in (2.25), we find

Rjk = agjk + bwjwk,(2.26)

where

a = 2(n− 1)ρ + (n− 2)w 6= 0, b = 2− n.(2.27)

By using (2.26), we can see that M is a quasi-Einstein manifold. From
(2.21), we have

∇m∇kwj = ∇k∇mwj .(2.28)

With the help of (2.28) and Theorem 1.7, it is clear that a confor-
mally flat Riemannian manifold with semi-symmetric metric connection
is semisymmetric.

From Theorem 1.8 and the equations (2.26) and (2.27), we find

2(n− 1)ρ + (n− 2)(w − 1) = 0.(2.29)

By taking the covariant derivative of (2.29) and remembering that ρ is
a constant and w = whwh, we find wk = 0. Thus, a Riemannian man-
ifold with semi-symmetric metric connection reduces to a Riemannian
manifold. �
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